Book Week Round-Up

We have had a wonderful time celebrating ‘Books Light Up Our World’ for Book Week this year with our Book Week Parade, Stories To Light Up Our Night evening and the Book Week Creative Challenge. A HUGE thank you for supporting our library and your children in participating in these events. You can read about all of them on our LRC Blog by clicking on the links below in each section.

Book Week Parade

It is always amazing to see how students and teachers transform into favourite book characters for Book Week. There are lots of clever and creative people out there! I have made a short video of just a few of the many photos taken on the day that you can watch HERE.

Stories To Light Up Our Night

I was truly overwhelmed by the 150+ families and over 350 parents and children who came to school to enjoy listening to stories at night read by some of our fabulous teachers. The students were still buzzing with excitement the next day and parent feedback has been very positive. You can see some photos from the evening HERE thanks to Mrs Mosbauer our photographer on the night.

Book Week Creative Challenge

The LRC has been lit up with the imagination and creativity of the students who made fabulous creative pieces for our Book Week Challenge including posters, paintings, cakes, poems and models using Lego, Minecraft, modelling clay and lots of battery-operated candles! You can see their fabulous work HERE.

Yeo-low Medal

This Friday, on Footy Day, author Adrian Beck will announce the winner of the Yeo-low Medal for our Best and Fairest Reader from the children who have been reading this term to complete our Reading Scavenger Hunt. You can read all about it on the LRC Blog next week.

Kim Yeomans (teacher librarian)